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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

This paper introduces the concept of “virtual bad guys”: intelligent
virtual agents that take a negative or even aggressive stance
towards the user. Although they pave the way to various
interesting applications, it is hard to create virtual bad guys that
are taken seriously by the user, since they are typically unable to
apply serious sanctions. To address this issue, this study
experimentally investigated the effect of “consequential” agents
that are able to physically threaten their human interlocutors. A
consequential agent was developed by equipping users with a
(non-functioning) device, through which they were made to
believe the agent could mildly shock them. Effects on participants’
levels of anxiety and (physiological and self-reported) stress were
measured, and the role of presence and perceived believability of
the virtual agent was assessed. The consequential agent triggered
a stronger physiological stress response than the nonconsequential agent, whereas self-reported levels of anxiety and
stress did not significantly differ. Furthermore, while presence and
believability were substantially associated with users’ stress
response, both states did not mediate or explain the effect of a
consequential vs. non-consequential agent on stress, as they did
not significantly differ between conditions. Implications of these
findings and suggestions for follow-up studies on “virtual bad guys”
are discussed.

Human-Agent Interaction; Virtual Reality; Aggression; Stress.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Intelligent Virtual Agents (IVAs) are intelligent digital interactive
characters that can communicate with humans and other agents
using natural human modalities like facial expressions, speech,
gestures and movement [4]. Over the past decades, IVAs have
become widely used in a variety of application domains, including
education [22], healthcare [12], and the military [41]. In such
domains, IVAs are typically incorporated into applications in
which they interact with human users while playing a role that
was traditionally played by human beings, such as teacher,
therapist, or teammate.
Interestingly, in the vast majority of these cases, IVAs take a
“positive” attitude towards the user. That is, they aim to support
the user with a task or help to deal with a problem. Instead, the
area of IVAs with a “negative” or aggressive attitude towards users
(to which we refer as ‘virtual bad guys’ in this paper) has been
heavily under-researched. This is a missed opportunity, as the
concept of virtual bad guys opens up a range of useful
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2 BELIEVABLE VIRTUAL BAD GUYS

applications, including virtual training of conflict resolution skills
[7], virtual reality exposure therapy [35], and anti-bullying
education [43].
However, believability, a common problem in the design of
IVAs, poses a particular challenge for virtual bad guys. For IVAs,
being believable can be defined as providing the illusion of being
alive [3], and important requirements for achieving this include
not only a realistic appearance, but also human-like functional and
social qualities [10]. Unfortunately, this poses a particular
challenge for virtual bad guys, because effective applications
require that users feel seriously threatened or stressed by the IVA
[32]. After all, interacting with an aggressive individual in real life
always brings along the risk of being attacked. This is difficult to
achieve for IVAs, since they are usually ‘non-consequential’, i.e.,
are unable to apply serious sanctions to users. As a result, users
also perceive and categorize IVAs as virtual beings that have no
influence in the real world [18]. These factors plausibly shape and
skew how humans respond to IVAs with a negative attitude.
Accordingly, the study reported in this paper addresses the
challenge of how to develop virtual bad guys that are taken
seriously. Inspired by earlier research on aggressive virtual agents
[6], we operationalize the notion of “being taken seriously” as
“being able to induce anxiety and stress”. Hence, the following
research question is addressed in particular: “Does an IVA induce
higher levels of anxiety and stress if it is able to physically
threaten its users?”. The general approach includes the design and
experimental examination of the effects of a technologically
advanced IVA that is able to physically threaten its users (which
we will call consequential interaction). First, a virtual reality (VR)
application was developed, involving a virtual bad guy that has the
ability to interact with users through speech. Based on spoken
input received from the user, the IVA generates responses by
displaying pre-defined animations and utterances. Next, in order
to answer the central research question, a between-subject
experiment was conducted, to investigate the effects of the IVA in
a consequential vs. (non-consequential) control condition on users’
anxiety and (physiological and self-reported) stress levels. In the
consequential condition, the IVA’s behavior was physically
threatening, as participants were told that it could activate a
shock-device around the participant’s finger. However, it is
important to note that there was no actual shock. In the control
condition, no consequences were involved in the interaction with
the IVA. Effects on participants’ levels of anxiety and stress were
measured, and the role of presence and perceived believability of
the IVA was assessed.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section
2, the recent literature on believable agents is briefly discussed,
with an emphasis on the role of virtual bad guys. Next, in Section
3 we put forward a theoretical framework about the expected
effect of consequential virtual agents on user experience, resulting
in a number of research hypotheses. In Section 4, we present the
design of the experiment we conducted to test these hypotheses,
and the results are provided in Section 5. The paper concludes in
Section 6 with a discussion of the implications of these results.

The Media Equation theory, proposed in 1996 by Reeves and Nass,
states that people have an innate tendency to treat computers (and
other media) as if they were real humans [34]. This tendency has
profound consequences for the way people interact with
computers, and in particular with IVAs. For instance, people often
automatically ascribe personality characteristics and emotional
states to these agents, which shapes the way they interact with
them.
Nevertheless, this does not mean that every application based
on human-agent interaction is guaranteed to have the desired
effect. The literature on user experience with IVAs is extensive
and at some points ambiguous, and the extent to which IVAs are
really perceived as human-like seems to depend on many
characteristics, including graphical and kinematic factors, but also
behavioral and cognitive aspects of the agent [15, 26].
An important concept in this regard is believability, a property
of virtual agents that refers to the extent to which they provide the
illusion of being alive [3]. If the IVA represents a human character,
believability refers to extent that users attribute unique human
characteristics (addressed as “human essence” [25], i.e.,
intelligence, intentionality, emotions, etc.) to the agent. The more
users find IVAs believable, however, the less they are inclined to
think of them as artificially constructed beings. In [10],
believability is defined by three dimensions, namely aesthetic,
functional, and social qualities of agents, which can be related,
respectively, to the agent’s body (its physical appearance), mind
(the mechanisms that drive its behavior), and personality (the
traits that determine its interaction style). Particularly creating a
believable personality is not easy. This aspect is typically assumed
to be related to socio-emotional properties such as personality,
attitudes and affect. The challenge to incorporate such properties
within computational systems resulted in the mid-1990s in the
emergence of the affective computing field [33]. Indeed, since that
time, there has been a significant expansion in research on
computational models of emotion (see [28] for an overview),
resulting into the development of increasingly believable IVAs.
Nevertheless, only a small fraction of this research focuses
explicitly on IVAs with negative emotions. In most cases, generic
computational models of emotion are used. For instance, one of
the most influential approaches is EMA [27], a computational
model that formalizes the main assumptions behind appraisal
theory [24]. Although such models could be used to generate
negative emotional states like 'anger' at appropriate moments,
they do not focus on the resulting behavior that is required to
make users actually feel threatened by the agent.
Other research has focused more explicitly on the impact of
emotional agents on humans in interpersonal settings. For
example, the Sensitive Artificial Listener paradigm enables
researchers to investigate the effect of agents with different
personalities on human interlocutors. Studies using this paradigm
have provided evidence that IVAs with an angry attitude indeed
trigger different (subjective and behavioral) responses than agents
with other personalities [39]. Along the same lines, de Melo and
colleagues found that IVAs expressing anger (in terms of
utterances and facial expressions) lead human negotiation partners
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appraise an encounter with an aggressively acting IVA –a virtual
bad guy– in a highly realistic virtual environment as something
playful or even enjoyable, rather than distressful and anxietyevoking. This, in turn, would severely constrain the effectiveness
of stressful training simulations.
The present approach pursues the idea that in order to induce
stronger stress and anxiety responses in users that encounter a bad
IVA, the protective layer that results from their cognitive
awareness that “this is not a real threat” needs to be weakened.
More specifically, we follow the idea that users would be less
certain of being in a benign and protected situation if they had
reason to believe that the aggressive IVA had the capacity to
physically harm them by providing (mild) electric shocks, i.e., if
they face a consequential IVA. Stress can be defined as “a
physiological reaction of the autonomic nervous system to a
threatening stimulus” [8, p. 302]. It is characterized by high but
unpleasant arousal levels [37]. Anxiety, too, is a response to
perceived threat or danger and can be “considered similar and
perhaps identical to the reaction of fear” [30, p. 234]. Stress and
anxiety are triggered by the perception of an immediate physical
threat. Accordingly, we hypothesized that interacting with an
ostensibly physically threatening IVA induces stronger states of
stress and anxiety in users than interacting with a non-physically
threatening virtual character (H1).
The postulated effect of an ostensibly physically threatening
IVA on stress and anxiety might build on (i.e.., might be mediated
by) both users’ sense of spatial [42] and social presence [5] as well
as their perceived believability of the character [2]. Spatial
presence refers to users’ subjective experience of being physically
located in a virtual environment [42]. Social presence implies that
users feel a sense of co-presence, mutual awareness and attention
with the virtual other [5]. If users feel spatially and socially
present in the virtual environment, psychological distance is
reduced and unfolding events and encountered characters should
be perceived as being of greater significance for their immediate
wellbeing [18]. Accordingly, the more intense users’ presence
experience, the stronger should be their stress and anxiety levels if
encountering an aggressive IVA. At the same time, if users believe
that the encountered IVA might actually physically harm them,
they might pay more attention to the encounter, become more
cognitively involved, and, as a consequence, feel more present in
the virtual environment [42] than users who have no reason to
believe in such a threat. Accordingly, we hypothesized that the
effect postulated in H1 might be mediated by, i.e., be partly due to
a more intense experience of spatial and social presence among
users encountering a consequential IVA that assumingly could
physically harm them (H2).
Furthermore, we reasoned that the effect postulated by H1
builds on perceived believability. In the present approach, we
understood believability as a perception of users that the IVA is
alive and human-like, i.e., possesses “human essence” [25]. This
perception, also addressed in the literature as anthropomorphism
[13] or “seeing human”, entails that users automatically ascribe
human-like features to the IVA, such as intelligence and a mind of
his/her own, agency and intention, and inner sentiment or
feelings. We assumed that the more users find the aggressive IVA

to make larger concessions [11]. More recently, Blankendaal et al.
demonstrated that an IVA showing aggressive behavior towards
human interlocutors (in terms of shouting and insulting the
human) in a 2D environment was able to trigger a significant
physiological stress response, measured in terms of increased skin
conductance levels [6].
Based on these studies it can be concluded that virtual bad guys
can trigger certain subjective, behavioral, and even physiological
responses in human interaction partners. However, whether these
responses are comparable with the stress response that people
experience during a real-life encounter with an aggressive
individual is debatable. For instance, although the aggressive agent
developed in [6] triggered a physiological response, this response
was found to be significantly lower than a response triggered by
an aggressive human. Another recent study, in which the authors
attempted to make virtual bad guys more believable by
incorporating haptic feedback (realized through a vibrating vest)
in a virtual reality environment, led to the tentative conclusion
that the stimuli used were of insufficient strength to make the IVA
truly believable [16].
Some more encouraging results are reported in [36], in which
the believability of an aggressive avatar in virtual reality is
enhanced by using haptic feedback in the form of a lightweight
exoskeleton. In a scenario in which the avatar touched and
punched an avatar of the user, the haptic feedback was found to
trigger significantly higher subjective and physiological (skin
conductance) responses. However, the relatively low number of
participants (16) and the within-subjects design of this study make
it hard to generalize these results. Additionally, as this scenario did
not involve any communication, the implications for interaction
with truly ‘social’ agents that talk to (and have the ability to
verbally threaten) the user remain to be explored.
To conclude, it is not easy to create a setting involving virtual
bad guys that have the ability to physically threaten their human
interlocutors in such a way that they are actually perceived as
threatening in a human-like manner.

3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The problem of designing believable and stressful virtual bad guys
relates to the general problem of mediated environments that
people, during usage, might stay cognitively aware of their
mediated nature and, thus, maintain a psychological distance to
the depicted events [9]. This mechanism also applies to highly
immersive VR environments. Recent dual-processing models of
mediated reality [18, 23] suggest that although immersive VR
environments might automatically “feel real” to users, they
nevertheless might be simultaneously appraised as something
abstract or artificial, as users continue to “know that this is not
real”. However, as it is well known from research, e.g., on horror
movies, users’ “knowing that this is not real” provides a powerful
cognitive tool to dismantle or reappraise intense negative affect
during exposure [38]. If users stay aware they encounter a benign
threat [31] and actually are in a protected situation, unpleasant
experiences that are automatically triggered during exposure, like
intense distress or anxiety, might be quickly reversed into
pleasurable thrill or excitement [1]. Accordingly, users might even
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believable, the more they should feel anxious and stressed. With
regards to the present experiment, users (in the consequential
condition) should believe that the encountered IVA is able to
actually physically harm them. Therefore, they might ascribe
greater agency and intentionality, and, overall, greater human
essence, to the IVA as compared to users in the non-consequential
(control) condition. Accordingly, we hypothesized that the effect
postulated in H1 might be mediated by, i.e., be partly due to a
greater believability of the IVA in the consequential as compared
to the non-consequential (control) condition (H3).
A graphical overview of the three hypotheses used in this study
is shown in Figure 1. In this figure, the different (independent,
mediating and dependent) variables used are depicted as rounded
rectangles, and the hypothesized dependencies as arrows.

H2
Experimental
conditions:
Consequential vs.
Non-consequential

H3

Spatial and Social
Presence
Believability

sensor, see Section 4.5). Condition two was the control condition
(N=26), without any mention of the physical threat. Participants in
this condition also wore the skin conductance sensor, but they
were informed of the real purpose of this device. Both conditions
involved the same interactive scenario between the participant and
the IVA (see Section 4.3), in which the IVA’s behavior was aggressive. Hence, the only difference was the fact that participants in
the consequential condition believed that the IVA could give them
a small shock if its levels of aggression would exceed a certain
limit.
To ensure that participants in the consequential condition
believed that they could actually get a small shock, they were
shown a fake video of another person receiving such a shock. This
video showed the exact setup of the experiment, but was fake in
the sense that the person in the video acted as if she felt a shock
although she did not actually receive it. In addition, participants in
this condition were told that experiencing the shock was
2
comparable to touching an electric cattle fence .

H2
H3
Anxiety

H1

4.3 Tasks

Stress

Participants were asked to engage in a virtual reality scenario
(displayed on a Head Mounted Display) that took place inside a
pub. While playing the scenario, they were sitting at a table,
making it impossible for them to walk around. However, they
could move their head and look around in the virtual pub. The
main reason for having the participants seated in the VR
environment was to make their experience as realistic as possible,
by avoiding any inconsistencies between their actual posture and
their perspective in the virtual environment. Before starting the
experiment, participants were told that they had an appointment
with a friend to have a drink together, and they were instructed to
look for that friend in the virtual environment. Within the virtual
pub, a number of avatars were present. One of them was our
‘virtual bad guy’. This avatar was initially standing at the bar, but
as soon as our participant looked at him (which could be
calculated based on the camera position using ray casting
techniques), he would approach the participant and start a
conversation. An illustration of a conversation with the virtual bad
guy is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Hypotheses used in the study.

4 METHOD
This section describes the experiment that was conducted to test
the hypotheses formulated in the previous section.

4.1 Participants
A convenience sample of 52 healthy adults (33 male, 19 female)
was recruited, most of which were academic students. They were
recruited through word-of-mouth and social media in the personal
networks of the researchers. In addition, flyers were handed out in
several buildings of VU University. Participants could enroll
themselves for the experiment via an online subscription platform.
Their average age was 25.06 years (SD = 7.57). The study protocol
was approved by the ethics committee of the Faculty of Social
1
Sciences. Participants had to pass a health check , and gave
written informed consent for their participation in the study. They
received a gift voucher of 5 Euros for their participation.

4.2 Experimental Design
In order to test our hypotheses, we conducted a one-factorial
between-subjects experiment in which we compared the effects of
a consequential version of an aggressive IVA (experimental
condition) to a non-consequential version of the same IVA (control
condition) on participants’ self-reported anxiety and stress levels,
as well as their physiological stress response. Participants were
randomly assigned to either one of the two experimental
conditions. Condition one, the consequential condition (N=26),
included a (presumed) physical threat, where the participants were
told that the IVA was able to shock them through a device that
was attached to their finger (which actually is a skin conductance

Figure 2: Virtual bad guy interacting with a participant.
2

1

As part of the post-experiment survey, we checked whether participants in this
condition indeed believed that they were wearing was a shock device.

Two participants dropped out (not included in the N=52).
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present in the environment of the presentation”). Participants
rated items on a 5-point answering scale ranging from 1 (“I do not
agree at all”) to 5 (“I totally agree”). After dropping one item, the
scale yielded a high internal reliability, α = .83.
Social presence was assessed based on the Experience of
Parasocial Interaction Scale (EPSI [19]), a 6-item measure that
reflects participants’ subjective sense of mutual awareness, mutual
attention, and mutual adjustment with the IVA. These perceptions
can be considered the core of the social presence experience [5].
Participants answered items on a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (“I
do not agree at all”) to 7 (“I totally agree”). The scale yielded high
internal reliability, α = .87.
Believability. We assessed believability as another potential
mediator based on a 5-item short scale of “perceived human
essence” developed by Hartmann [19]. The scale was applied as a
retrospective measure after the VR experience. Participants rated
items expressing the subjective perception that the virtual
character seemed to be alive, have his own feelings, a personality,
his own life, and a soul on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (“not at
all”) to 5 (“very much”). The scale proved to be internally reliable,
α = .85.

The approach used to enable a conversation between the agent
and the participant was inspired by the Sensitive Artificial Listener
paradigm [39], and resulted in the following scenario. The IVA
started the conversation by saying ‘Hey, what are you looking at?’
with an angry voice. After that, the conversation continued in a
turn-based manner, where the participant could interact with the
IVA using free, open-ended speech. As soon as the participant
started talking, the system detected when (s)he had finished a
sentence, which was the trigger for the IVA to introduce the next
sentence. All sentences (and corresponding animations) produced
by the IVA were fixed, and developed in advance.
The entire scenario consisted of six interactions (i.e., 6
sentences spoken by the IVA and 6 responses by the participant).
During these interactions, the verbal and non-verbal behavior of
the IVA gradually increased in terms of aggression level, no matter
how the participant reacted. Although the agent followed a fixed
script, the sentences were constructed in such a way that the agent
always seemed to respond to what the participant said (see
Appendix A for the complete script). Halfway the scenario, the
agent bent over the table at which the participant was sitting,
taking an even more threatening posture. During the last sentence,
the agent moved its arm as if it would hit the participant.

4.5 Material

4.4 Measures

The experiment took place in a quiet room in which only the
participant and the experimenter were present. The experimenter
kept a few meters distance from the participant, to give the
participant sufficient privacy to play the scenario, while still being
available in case (s)he needed help. The room also contained a
desk with the computer that hosted the virtual environment and a
chair for the participants to sit on (see Figure 3).

Anxiety. A pre-post design was applied to assess the change in
participants’ anxiety and stress levels before vs. after encountering
the IVA. Participants’ level of anxiety was assessed based on a
translation of a self-report measure by Marteau and Bekker [29]
that we applied before and after the virtual encounter. The original
scale assessed state anxiety based on six items (e.g., “I’m worried”)
on a 4-point scale reaching from 1 (not at all) to 4 (very much). We
added another item directly assessing anxiety (“I feel anxious”) to
the scale. After dropping one item (“I feel angry”), the measure
yielded high internal reliability (αt1 = .79, αt2 = .84).
Stress. We assessed participants’ stress response based on selfreports and physiological data. Self-reported stress was assessed
based on the single-item affect grid measure [37]. Participants
reported on their current affective state selecting a matching level
of arousal (ranging from sleepy to aroused) and valence (ranging
from negative to positive) on a 9x9 grid. Stress was indicated by
higher arousal and more negative valence scores. We assessed selfreported stress with the affect grid before and after the virtual
encounter.
In addition, physiological stress was assessed based on
participants’ skin conductance levels, also called electrodermal
activity (EDA) [14]. We assessed EDA at baseline prior to the VR
exposure and continuously during the virtual encounter. In the
present paper, we apply a pre-post logic by comparing
participants’ EDA response at baseline vs. at the end of the VR
experience, in which the interaction with the aggressive IVA
reached its climax.
Presence. We assessed self-reported spatial and social presence
as potential mediators. Both concepts were applied as a
retrospective measure after the VR experience. Spatial presence
was assessed based on the 4-item Spatial Presence Experience
Scale (SPES [20], example item “I felt as though I was physically

Figure 3: Setup of the experiment.
The virtual environment was presented to the user by means of
3
a Head Mounted Display, in this case the Oculus Rift . Using an
advanced high-quality virtual environment and a Head Mounted
Display required a high-end gaming computer with a strong
graphics card to ensure smooth performance for an optimally
effective virtual environment. The computer used an Intel i7-4630
CPU with 16GB DDR4 memory, a 500GB SSD and a Nvidia GTX3
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1080 graphics card with 8GB of memory. Sound was provided
through the headphones of the Head Mounted Display. In
addition, participants wore a custom-made skin conductance
sensor. This sensor used two simple electrodes that were strapped
to two non-adjacent fingers of the left hand. A Phidget I/O board
was used to record the conductance and communicate with the
virtual environment. Code in the virtual environment calculated
the skin conductance in microSiemens (S) values.

virtual reality equipment and started the scenario. After the
scenario, participants could take off the head mounted display,
headphones and electro dermal activity device and fill out the
second part of the survey. This survey assessed post-exposure
8
states of anxiety and stress . Finally, participants were debriefed
and received a gift voucher as a reward for their participation.

5 RESULTS
We analyzed the data with the IBM SPSS Statistics software
package. H1 was tested in four separate mixed ANOVAs, in which
either pre-post self-reported anxiety, arousal or valence, or
physiological stress were entered as a repeated measures factor,
and the experimental factor (consequential vs. non-consequential
control) was entered as between-subjects factor. The three
ANOVAS examining self-report data yielded a significant increase
2=
in anxiety, F(1,50) = 681.61, p < .01, ηp .93, arousal, F(1,50) =
2=
60.70, p < .01, ηp .55, and decrease in valence, F(1,50) = 56.35, p <
2=
.01, ηp .53, in the pre-post comparison. However, these effects
did not differ depending on whether participants were in the
experimental or control condition, FanxietyXcondition(1,50) = 0.86, n.s.,
FarousalXcondition(1,50) = 0.17, n.s., FvalenceXcondition(1,50) = 0.04, n.s. In
contrast, the ANOVA on physiological stress revealed a significant
2=
increase of stress over time, F(1,50) = 101.85, p < .01, ηp .57, that
was qualified by the experimental factor, Fphys.stressXcondition(1,50) =
2 =
5.05, p < .05, ηp
.09. Hence, physiological stress increased
significantly more strongly in the consequential condition as
compared to the non-consequential condition (see Figure 4). In
summary, H1 was supported only for physiological stress. In
addition, results show that the aggressive IVA resulted in greater
self-report anxiety and stress among users independent of the
experimental manipulation.

4.6 Virtual Environment
4

The virtual environment was developed in Unity 3D (version 5) .
A ready-made model from the Unity Asset Store was purchased
for the pub environment used in the experiment. This model was
further adapted in order to suit the needs of this research.
Atmosphere was added by including special lighting and
additional properties on the virtual stage. All the humanoid agents
in the virtual environment were generated using the iClone
5
6
Pipeline software (version 6) . The Character Creator was used to
generate realistic and unique human agents. iClone itself was used
to create the body animations and lip-sync movements.
7
3DXchange was used to convert the agents including their
animations into FBX format that could be imported into Unity.
Within Unity, the non-interactive characters were scripted using
C#, looping animations and speech to create a livelier atmosphere
in the pub. The interactive “virtual bad guy” was scripted
separately for more advanced actions. This agent had a larger set
of animations and speech, plus the ability to time its reactions
based on the speech of the participants. More specifically, the
agent could monitor if the participant was speaking. If the
participant did speak, the agent would wait until the participant
stopped, allowing for small pauses in speech (of 1 second), or until
a maximum amount of time (of 10 seconds) had elapsed.

4.7 Procedure
After entering the room, participants were asked to fill out the first
part of the survey. This survey was used to measure participants’
pre-exposure states of anxiety and stress. In addition, it included a
general cover story (“we are interested in your personal
experience with a virtual agent”) and an informed consent form.
All participants were explicitly asked for health problems; for
instance, participants with a heart condition were not allowed to
participate in the experiment.
At the end of the first part of the survey and during the virtual
reality experience, electrodermal activity was measured. The
baseline EDA response was assessed while participants watched a
short video including a peaceful aquarium with relaxing
background music. Afterwards, participants were briefed about the
follow-up VR session. In the consequential condition, the briefing
included the presentation of the fake video about the electric
shock, as described in Section 4.2. Participants then put on the

Figure 4: Increase of physiological stress (EDA) response in
microSiemens, depending on condition (N = 52).
H2 and H3 were tested in eight separate mediation regression
analyses that utilized the PROCESS macro by Hayes [21]. Each
hypothesis was tested four times, by employing the post-measure
of self-reported anxiety, arousal, valence, or physiological arousal

4

https://unity3d.com/
http://www.reallusion.com/iclone/
6
http://www.reallusion.com/iclone/character-creator/
7
http://www.reallusion.com/iclone/3DXchange.html
5

8

Note that participants were asked to report the anxiety and stress that they
experienced during the interaction with the IVA, not after the interaction.
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since the participants experienced only one of the two conditions,
they had no ‘anchor’ when answering the self-report questions.
For instance, when rating a statement like “I feel anxious”, people
may have different interpretations of the value “very much”.
Another explanation could be that, since people had to report their
stress and anxiety after the virtual encounter, they already partly
forgot how they felt.
The analysis of H2 indicated that, contrary to our expectations,
participants in the consequential condition did not feel a stronger
sense of (spatial and social) presence than participants in the nonconsequential condition. Similarly, they also did not find the IVA
more believable, which was postulated in H3. However, an
interesting additional finding is that higher experienced presence
and reported believability of the IVA were correlated with higher
self-reported anxiety and stress.
To conclude, the current study presented some initial evidence
that it is possible to trigger (at least physiological) stress using
consequential virtual agents, which may be useful for a variety of
applications. However, more research is definitely needed to gain
a better understanding of the different factors that play a role in
this process. For example, the main variable that was manipulated
in the current experiment was users’ expectation of threat, but not
actual threat (after all, no actual shocks were administered). It
would therefore be interesting to investigate the difference in
impact between IVAs that are believed to harm people and IVAs
that can actually evoke sensations associated with physical harm,
e.g., by using haptic technology as in [16,36].
Another factor that is worth exploring further is the coupling
between the threatening device in the real world (in our case: the
presumed shock device) and the threat in the virtual world (i.e.,
the agent moving its arm to hit the participant). Some of the null
results may be explained by the fact that these two concepts were
not very closely connected in the present study. For instance, the
agent did not carry a virtual shock device, nor did the participants
see a replica of their hands in the VR environment. Such elements
have been shown to contribute positively to user experience, for
instance in a VR variant of the ‘rubber hand illusion’ experiment,
which indicated that a virtual hand can be made to feel part of
one’s own body [40]. In follow-up experiments, these elements
could be used to make participants more aware of the threat.
Besides physical threat, it is also worthwhile to investigate if
there are any other mechanisms via which agents could threaten
human beings, and what would be the consequences of such types
of threat. One may think for instance about a more “psychological”
type of threatening, e.g., in the form of agents that carry sensitive
personal information about the user, and threaten to disclose this.
Similarly, in the context of a game where players can win or lose
money, agents that have the power to decide about the payoff may
use this as part of their threats.
A last direction for future research would be a more detailed
investigation of potential moderating variables such as personality
or other individual characteristics. As an example, people who are
more resistant to stress in general may be less susceptible to the
manipulations explored in this research. Also, a potentially
moderating factor is the predictability of the IVA. The agent used
in the current study was rather predictable in the sense that it

as the dependent variable. In all analyses, the experimental factor
represented the independent variable. The test of H2 included
spatial and social presence as two parallel mediators, the test of H3
included believability as a mediator. In all tests, we controlled for
the effect of the respective pre-exposure state on the dependent
variable.
Contrary to H2 and H3, none of the eight tests yielded a
significant indirect effect (estimated based on 1000 bootstrap
samples) that would indicate a mediation effect. As a general
pattern of results, we observed that whereas the mediators were
significantly related to the outcomes, they did not significantly
differ between experimental conditions. Accordingly, contrary to
our expectations, participants in the consequential condition did
not feel a significantly stronger sense of spatial and social
presence, or found the IVA more believable, as compared to
participants in the non-consequential control condition. However,
as follow-up zero-order correlational analyses confirmed, feelings
of presence and believability were significantly associated with
self-reported post-exposure anxiety and the valence of
participants’ affect, and, albeit to a lesser degree, their selfreported arousal levels (see Table 1).
Table 1: Correlations (Pearson’s r) between spatial and
social presence, believability vs. post-measures.

Spatial Presence
Social Presence
Believability
+

Self-report data
Anxiety Arousal Valence
.29*
.23+
-.25+
.45*
.06
-.37*
.44*
.24+
-.33*

Physiological data
Arousal (EDA)
-.04
-.06
.03

Note. p <.10, *p <.05, **p<.01
Accordingly, independent of the experimental manipulation,
those who found the IVA more believable, and experienced greater
spatial and social presence during the VR session, also reported
feeling more anxious and more stressed afterwards.

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Whilst the body of literature on intelligent virtual agents is
growing rapidly, the vast majority of the existing papers concentrates on agents with a positive stance towards the user. Instead,
the current paper explored the concept of virtual bad guys that
have the ability to physically threaten human beings. Based on the
assumption that virtual bad guys can only be taken seriously if
they have an effect in the real world, we investigated the impact of
IVAs which people believe could physically harm them.
The results of the study indicate, first of all, that both the
consequential and the non-consequential IVA were successful in
increasing the participants’ physiological and self-reported stress
and anxiety. This is an encouraging finding, because stress is
claimed to be an important requirement for various effective
applications (e.g., for resilience training [32]). Moreover, when
looking at the differences between the two conditions, the
consequential agent was found to increase physiological stress
more than the non-consequential agent, which partly confirms H1.
However, this finding did not hold for the self-reported stress and
anxiety. A possible explanation of this discrepancy could be that,
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followed a fixed script of pre-recorded sentences, which may have
resulted in a less realistic experience. Instead, it would be
interesting to investigate the effect of IVA’s that are more flexible
in generating their behavior. To this end, various Artificial
Intelligence techniques could be used, varying from natural
language analysis to social signal processes techniques. In our
current work in progress, we are already experimenting with this
by developing an IVA that adapts its aggression level during the
interaction to the EDA measurements of the user.
Finally, we would like to emphasize that, however fascinating,
the concept of consequential virtual agents brings along some
complicated ethical issues, which are even more important given
recent discussions about the ‘risks of AI’ [17]. For the current
project, an exploration of the ethical boundaries and implications
was an explicit part of the research activities, and we think that
any potentially harmful effect was minimized by the way the
experiment was designed. However, the current study should by
no means be seen as a plea for technology that do actual harm to
human beings. On the contrary, we hope that it can serve as an
example of a project that studies an ethically complicated topic
like aggression in a controlled and responsible manner.
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Script of the scenario (translated from Dutch).
agent
user
agent
user
agent
user
agent
user
agent
user
agent
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‘Hey, what are you looking at?’
…
‘Am I wearing your clothes, or what?’
…
‘Hey, are you listening to what I’m saying?’
…
‘You just want me to get angry, huh?’
…
‘One more remark and I’m gonna hurt you!’
…
‘OK, that’s enough!!!’

